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The Podium Board by Jomi Evers is a sophisticated multi-
functional accessory made for everyday use throughout 
the home. 

Perfect for displaying prized processions, keeping 
objects in place, as well as protecting surfaces from hot 
temperatures, its possibilities are up to your imagination.

Available in three sizes, this slim and organic piece, with 
its beautiful, rippled top is made from solid marble and 
stone giving each board a unique appearance. Choose 
from Italian Carrara marble, characterised by the warm 
white background and the shaded grey veins, or black 
basalt stone with its fine and even-grain texture.

Whether used as a display stand, tray or trivet, each 
Podium Board is as distinctive as the home it is intended 
for and is sure to last a lifetime.

“Podium demonstrates how a 
single material, once refined and 
formed, can become an elegant 
and multifunctional object.” 
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Models and prices

Colours:

White Carrara marble or 

black basalt stone

Available:

January 2023

Retailers and distribution:

See details at northern.no
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Podium L40

NOK 1 790,- / SEK 1 990,- 

DKK 1 490,- / EURO 199,-

Podium L65

NOK 2 490,- / SEK 2 690,- 

DKK 1 990,- / EURO 269,-

Podium L90

NOK 2 990,- / SEK 3 290,- 

DKK 2 390,- / EURO 319,-



Jomi Evers

Press release — Autumn 2022Jomi Evers is a furniture and product 
designer based in Oslo. As an 
experienced cabinet maker, a self-
taught ceramicist, and a Product 
Design graduate from Beckmans 
College of Design in Stockholm, 
Jomi has a passion for materiality 
and craftsmanship in all its forms.

Characterised by their high quality, 
experimental nature, and forward-
thinking aesthetics Jomi’s furniture, 
lighting and homewares combine 
Norwegian design values with an 
internationally appealing style.



About

The Northern brand was born in 
the studios of Northern Lighting, 
where a team of creatives have 
been illuminating lives since 2005.  
The new lifestyle collection includes 
furniture, lighting and accessories. 
Inspired by the pale beauty and 
rough-cut contrasts of the North, 
the Oslo-based brand is Nordic in 
spirit, yet global in style.

Contact

Northern
Bygdøy allé 68
0265 Oslo, Norway

Phone – (+47) 40 00 70 37
Mail – post@northern.no
Web – northern.no
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